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abstract: Spatial patterns of biological diversity have been exten-
sively studied in ecology and population genetics, because they reflect
the forces acting on biodiversity. A growing number of studies have
found that genetic (within-species) and species diversity can be cor-
related in space (the so-called species-gene diversity correlation
[SGDC]), which suggests that they are controlled by nonindependent
processes. Positive SGDCs are generally assumed to arise from parallel
responses of genetic and species diversity to variation in site size and
connectivity. However, this argument implicitly assumes a neutral
model that has yet to be developed. Here, we build such a model to
predict SGDC in a metacommunity. We describe how SGDC emerges
from competition within sites and variation in connectivity and car-
rying capacity among sites. We then introduce the formerly ignored
mutation process, which affects genetic but not species diversity.
When mutation rate is low, our model confirms that variation in
the number of migrants among sites creates positive SGDCs. How-
ever, when considering high mutation rates, interactions between
mutation, migration, and competition can produce negative SGDCs.
Neutral processes thus do not always contribute positively to SGDCs.
Our approach provides empirical guidelines for interpreting these
novel patterns in natura with respect to evolutionary and ecological
forces shaping metacommunities.

Keywords: neutral theory, SGDC, coalescence, community genetics,
diversity pattern, mainland-island model.

Introduction

It has been recognized for several decades that the diversity
patterns of genes within species and those of species within
communities are not independent. Understanding their
interactions is the main goal of “community genetics” (An-
tonovics 1976), an interdisciplinary field that has recently
seen a burst of interest (Wares 2002; Agrawal 2003; Neu-
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hauser et al. 2003; Bernhardsson et al. 2013). The rise of
environmental genomics and long-term surveys of pop-
ulations and communities has enhanced the opportunity
to confront these two organizational levels (Gugerli et al.
2013). In particular, it is becoming common practice to
compute “species-genes diversity correlation” (SGDC; Vel-
lend 2003), which consists in quantifying the link between
the genetic diversity in several populations of a species
(the focal species) and the species diversity of the local
communities within which these populations are embed-
ded. This has been done in more than 40 studies since
the seminal work of Vellend and coworkers (see Vellend
et al. 2014 for a review).

SGDCs provide information on both fundamental and
applied issues with regard to biodiversity. From a funda-
mental perspective, investigating the generality of SGDC
patterns can help to uncover determinants of ecological
processes shaping diversity at different levels. For example,
several empirical studies have shown that site area (Vellend
2003), which often constitutes a proxy for carrying ca-
pacity in community ecology, and site connectivity (Lamy
et al. 2013) contribute markedly to positive SGDCs. This
suggests that drift and migration might have a strong im-
pact on both species and genetic diversity. From a more
applied perspective, detecting positive SGDCs might be
useful, in conservation studies, to infer diversity from one
level to the other (e.g., predicting species diversity based
on genetic data; Papadopoulou et al. 2011).

The growing number of empirical studies on SGDCs
constitute a strong incentive to build a quantitative the-
oretical basis that would help interpreting observed pat-
terns. Vellend and Geber (2005) made a conceptual ad-
vance on this issue by envisioning three types of
relationships between diversity levels that may generate
interpretable signals in community genetics: causal effects
of genetic diversity on species diversity, causal effects of
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species diversity on genetic diversity, and simultaneously
parallel effects of external factors on both levels. Neutral
theories of molecular evolution (Kimura 1984) and of bio-
diversity (Hubbell 2001) provide some conceptual ele-
ments regarding these potential parallel effects. Indeed,
both theories consider limited dispersal and drift to be the
main drivers of diversity patterns, and they both predict
that carrying capacities and immigration rates should be
positively related to diversity (Wright 1931; Hubbell 2001).
A positive SGDC should then arise from any external fac-
tor generating variation in carrying capacity and connec-
tivity across sites, as has been supported by simulation
work (Vellend 2005).

However, even under a neutral framework, the inter-
pretation of positive SGDCs may not be as straightforward
as suggested above, because of interactions between the
focal species (i.e., the one studied for genetic variation)
and other species of the community within sites. In par-
ticular, the local abundance of a species may be positively
linked to its genetic diversity but also negatively linked to
the abundance of other species, and thus to species di-
versity, as a consequence of competition for limited space.
This might produce a negative SGDC (Vellend 2005;
Wehenkel et al. 2006; Odat et al. 2010) under specific
circumstances that remain to be characterized quantita-
tively. To our knowledge, no analytical model predicts the
sign and magnitude of SGDCs when accounting for the
two effects mentioned above, namely, (i) local competition
dynamics and (ii) variation in carrying capacity and con-
nectivity among sites. A first objective here is to propose
such a model.

A complete quantitative theory of SGDCs also has to
include the forces generating diversity, namely, mutation
and speciation. These processes have indeed been ne-
glected when discussing SGDC on the grounds that they
are often too slow compared with ecological processes
(Vellend and Geber 2005). This is true when these rates
are negligible with respect to migration. For speciation,
this assumption may be challenged when considering ar-
chipelagoes (Losos and Schluter 2000) but remains correct
when studying metacommunities at limited spatial scale
(e.g., a pond network in a single island; Lamy et al. 2013).
Here we focus on situations where speciation can be ne-
glected. However, even in this context, assuming that mu-
tation has a negligible impact on genetic diversity is still
questionable, especially when using highly mutable mark-
ers such as microsatellites (Jarne and Lagoda 1996; Ellegren
2002). Such markers are commonly used in studies re-
porting SGDCs (Cleary et al. 2006; He et al. 2008; Struebig
et al. 2011; Blum et al. 2012; Lamy et al. 2013). Our second
objective is thus to provide insights on how mutation may
affect SGDCs, even at rather limited spatial and temporal
scales.

We build a spatially implicit model of a metacommunity
using a unifying neutral framework for both genetic and
species dynamics to generate theoretical expectations on
SGDCs. Our approach takes into account drift and mi-
gration at both diversity levels, as well as mutation, while
speciation is neglected. We consider a set of local com-
munities receiving migrants from a larger regional com-
munity (Hubbell 2001). This model allows distinguishing
within- and among-site effects on SGDCs and thus dis-
entangling the effects of competition within local sites
from those of drift and migration among sites. When mu-
tation is neglected, the SGDC turns out to be positive.
However, high mutation rates, compared with immigra-
tion rates, can produce negative SGDCs. Even under neu-
tral assumptions, the sign of SGDCs can be labile, and
understanding SGDCs is therefore not straightforward. On
the basis of our framework, we provide some empirical
guidelines for interpreting SGDCs.

Material and Methods

Modeling the Dynamics of Species and
Gene Diversity in a Site

Our work is based on an individual-based model derived
from the classical neutral model of ecological communities
(Hubbell 2001). We describe it hereafter following the
standardized “overview, design concepts, and details” pro-
tocol (Grimm et al. 2010).

Purpose. The model aims at simultaneously providing the
species composition of a sample taken from a community
and the genotypes of the individuals that belong to the
focal species in this sample. Model predictions are based
on two features of the sampled site: the carrying capacity
(K) and the immigration rate from the regional pool (m).
The symbols used are summarized in table 1.

Entities, State Variables, and Scale. The model contains
three types of entities: a site, its individuals, and a regional
pool serving as a source of migrants. Individuals are de-
scribed using two state variables: the species they belong
to and, for individuals that belong to the focal species,
their allelic state at a given locus (under the assumption
of haploidy). The latter variable is ignored for individuals
that do not belong to the focal species. The site is described
by parameters K and m (which are permanent character-
istics) and the list of individuals that it contains (which
varies in time). The regional pool of individuals is char-
acterized by a set of constant state variables, including the
relative abundances of B species and af p (f , f , ... , f )1 2 B

parameter v which quantifies the mutation-drift ratio in
the regional population of the focal species (app. A; apps.
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Table 1: Symbols used in model to predict species-gene diversity correlation (SGDC) in a
metacommunity

Symbol Definition

K Carrying capacity of a local site (variable across sites)
m Probability of immigration in a local site (variable across sites)
I Effective number of migrants in a local site (variable across sites)
j , jK m Mean values of and over local siteslog (K ! 1) log (m/(1 ! m))

2 2 2j , j , jK m I Variance in , , and across local siteslog (K ! 1) log (m/(1 ! m)) log (I)
rKm Correlation between and across local siteslog (K ! 1) log (m/(1 ! m))
CIm Covariance between and across local siteslog (I) log (m/(1 ! m))
B Number of species in the regional pool
f Relative abundances of species in the regional pool
fe Relative abundance of the focal species in the regional pool
v Drift-mutation parameter of the regional population of the focal species (weak mutation)
m Probability of mutation at the genetic locus ( under weak mutation)m p 0
S Number of individuals sampled per site (constant across sites)
s Composition of species sample
k Number of individuals in the genetic sample (constant across sites)
u Composition of genetic sample
Rspe Number of species in the species sample (s)
Rall Number of alleles in the genetic sample (u)
Csg Expected covariance between andR Rall spe

Cwithin Contribution of stochastic competition for space within sites to the expected covariance
Camong Contribution of variation in K and m among sites to the expected covariance
SGDC Expected correlation between andR Rall spe

Note: Boldface type indicates vectors.

A–C available online). When not neglected, mutation is
characterized by a per-birth mutation rate m in the focal
species.

Process Overview. The model is characterized by discrete
death-birth cycles in the site. At the beginning of each
cycle, the site contains exactly K individuals (i.e., is sat-
urated). An individual is then randomly chosen, discarded,
and replaced by the offspring of a reproducer which either
belongs to the site, with probability , or to the re-1 ! m
gional pool, with probability m. When the reproducer be-
longs to the site, the offspring inherits its species identity.
Its genotype (focal species) is either the same as the re-
producer’s genotype (with probability ) or a mutated1 ! m
allele not already present in the species (with probability
m; see below for additional discussion of the mutation
regime). When the reproducer belongs to the regional
pool, the species identity of the immigrant offspring is
randomly drawn from the distribution of the species rel-
ative abundances in the regional pool (f). When the off-
spring belongs to the focal species (with probability ), itsfe

genotype is determined as explained below. Note that, in
our model, competition among genotypes and species oc-
curs during these cycles, when dead individuals are re-
placed by offspring of either migrant or local origin (i.e.,
a lottery competition for space).

Two scenarios are considered with respect to mutation.

The first scenario corresponds to a weak mutation regime
( ; in practice, m is set to zero) in which mutationm K m
is neglected in the local community dynamics. At the re-
gional scale, the allelic frequencies of the focal species are
assumed to be at mutation-drift equilibrium and follow a
Ewens distribution with parameter v (Ewens and Tavaré
2006). The second scenario corresponds to a strong mu-
tation regime where mutation at the focal locus cannot be
neglected when compared to migration ( ). Mutationm ≈ m
process follows an infinite-allele model: any mutation
event generates an allele that never occurred before in the
site. As a consequence of high mutation rate, the regional
allelic pool is assumed to be infinitely diverse (app. A):
immigrants always harbor alleles that did not occur before
in the site.

Outputs. Species diversity and allelic diversity are deter-
mined through a sampling process designed to mimic a
typical SGDC study. S individuals are randomly sampled
from the site (the species sample; fig. 1). The species com-
position of this sample is described by ,s p (s , s , ... , s )1 2 B

where individuals belong to species i, and .s ! s p Si ii

Species diversity is computed as species richness ( ; i.e.,R spe

as the number of distinct species occurring in s). In the
species sample, the allelic states of the individuals be-
longing to the focal species e are described by t p

, where tj individuals carry allele j, and(t , t , ... , t )1 2 n
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Figure 1: Sampling protocol of a site in the model. The large rect-
angle on the left depicts a site. Arrows represent random sampling.
Dashed rectangles represent samples, and pictograms represent spe-
cies. The focal species (squares) harbors alleles that are depicted with
different graphical patterns (crosses and points). The genetic sample
u is obtained by subsampling k individuals among individuals of the
focal species (t) included in the species sample (s). Here andS p 7

.k p 2

. A random subset, u, of t containing k individuals! t p sj ej

is genotyped and constitutes the “genetic sample” within
sites. The genetic diversity is estimated using allelic rich-
ness ( ), computed as the number of distinct allelesR all

occurring in u. Note that with this sampling procedure,
allelic and species richness can be computed only for sites
containing more than S individuals ( ) and yieldingK 1 S
a sample s containing more than k individuals of species
e ( ).s 1 ke

Modeling and Decomposing Species-Gene
Diversity Relationships across Sites

The influence of variation in carrying capacity (K) and
immigration rate (m) among sites on SGDC is modeled
by considering a set of sites created by independently draw-
ing values of K and m from a bivariate distribution with
given variance and covariance (app. B). All the sites are
connected to the same regional pool and follow the same
mutation dynamics (i.e., weak or strong). and areR Rall spe

computed using our model in all the sites where K 1 S
and (see above). Note that our sampling protocols 1 ke

controls for sample size at both species (through S) and
genetic levels (through k), which allows comparing diver-
sity measures among sites. We provide below theoretical
expectations about the sign of the expected covariance
between and computed across sites ( ). AlthoughR R Call spe sg

is not the SGDC classically estimated in empirical stud-Csg

ies (i.e., authors generally use Pearson’s correlation co-
efficient), it provides qualitative information about the
sign of the expected relationship between genetic and spe-
cies diversity. Besides, can be decomposed into twoCsg

effects. The first one occurs within sites as the result of
local competition. The second effect stems from the var-
iation in carrying capacity (K) and migration (m) among

sites. Technically speaking, this can be expressed as the
decomposition of as the sum of two covariances,Csg

and (app. C), withC Cwithin among

⎧C p C " Csg within among⎪
C p ![Cov [R , R ]] , (1)⎨ within K, m spe all

⎪C p Cov R (K, m), R (K, m)[ ]among spe all⎩

where is the covariance between specificCov [R , R ]K, m spe all

and allelic richness (considered as random variables)
within a site with given K and m values, !, and Cov are
the expectation and covariance over (K, m) distribution,
respectively, and overlined quantities are expectations
within sites with given K and m values. reflects theCamong

effect of (K, m) variation among sites. Importantly,
is null when K and m do not vary among sites, inCamong

which case only local competition ( ) determinesCwithin

and thus the sign of SGDC. From a statistical point ofCsg

view, this decomposition of can be interpreted as inCsg

an analysis of variance framework, being the partCamong

of covariance explained by K and m and being theCwithin

residual covariance.

Simulating Rall and Rspe in a Set of Local Sites

Simulations illustrate our theoretical predictions about the
sign of SGDC and provide more quantitative information
about SGDC (i.e., Pearson’s correlation coefficient) vari-
ation with respect to K and m distribution among sites.
An efficient sampling approach in our model is to simulate
the genealogy of the S individuals per sample backward
in time (coalescence approach; Rosindell et al. 2008). This
simulation strategy is used here to generate s and u samples
within local sites, from which and are computed.R Rall spe

More details about the simulation algorithm are provided
in supporting material.

In all the simulations, the regional community contains
20 species, the relative abundances of which are derived
from a truncated geometric distribution with parameter
0.2 (i.e., ). The mosti!1 20f p (1 ! 0.2) # 0.2 /(1 ! 0.2 )i

abundant species in the regional pool is chosen as the focal
one ( ) to avoid discarding many sites because off ≈ 0.8e

unsuccessful sampling; this is a reasonable assumption
with regard to empirical studies reporting SGDCs, which
generally analyze genetic diversity in common species. Un-
der weak mutation, v is set to 10. Under strong mutation,
m is set to 10!3, in line with what is known for microsat-
ellite markers (Jarne and Lagoda 1996; Ellegren 2002).
Landscapes considered here are sets of 100 sites. K and m
per site are determined by sampling ( ,log (K ! 1)

) in a “discretized” bivariate Gaussianlog [m/(1 ! m)]
distribution with mean , marginal variances(a , a )K m
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Figure 2: Variation in mean and as a function of se (samplingR Rspe all

size of the focal species) in a site with given carrying capacity (K)
and connectivity (m). A total of 10,000 simulations were performed
under each mutation regime. Simulation outputs are sorted accord-
ing to value, and for each value, the mean values of observeds se e

(black circles), under weak mutation (gray squares), andR Rspe all

under strong mutation (gray triangles) are reported. For , theR Rall spe

output of the 20,000 simulations are considered together to compute
mean values for each (because does not depend on the mu-s Re spe

tation regime). A 95% confidence interval (1.96 times the standard
error) is given with the and mean values. Other parametersR Rspe all

are set to , , ,K p 1,000 m p 0.001 B p 20 f p (1 ! 0.2) #i

, , , (for weak mutation),i!1 200.2 /(1 ! 0.2 ) e p 1 f ≈ 0.8 v p 10 m pe

(for strong mutation), , and .!310 S p 50 k p 5

, and covariance (app. B). The size of the2 2(j , j ) r j jK m Km K m

species sample s is set to individuals, and that ofS p 50
the genetic sample u is set to individuals. In eachk p 5
site, and values are obtained by simulating theR Rall spe

above-mentioned coalescent process (pseudo code avail-
able online) with an algorithm implemented in Java (Jdk
7u17, Oracle; code available from the authors upon re-
quest). SGDC is computed from the values of andR all

across sites, using Pearson’s correlation coefficient.R spe

Results

An important outcome of our work is to provide a de-
composition of the covariance between diversity levels
( ) into effects occurring within ( ) and among sitesC Csg within

( ) and derive predictions about each of them. WeCamong

separately analyzed each type of effects in our model and
generated conclusions about the overall sign and value of
SGDC. Because the mutation-to-migration ratio strongly
affects both and , we considered the weakC Cwithin among

mutation regime and the strong mutation regime
separately.

Weak Mutation Regime

The behavior of the within- and among-site components
of can be analyzed by considering the joint probabilityCsg

of s and u. Under the weak mutation regime, we estab-
lished that the compositions of s and u are probabilistically
independent within a site (app. A), so that is null.Cwithin

This result is a consequence of controlling for genetic sam-
ple size (through the parameter k here) when estimating
genetic diversity, thus dampening any effect of local pop-
ulation size on . We performed repeated simulationsR all

of a single site with given K and m values to estimate the
relation between genetic and species diversity and the
abundance of the focal species in the site. Because pro-se

vides a proxy for the abundance of the focal species within
sites, species and genetic diversity were actually sorted as
a function of (fig. 2). As predicted by our theoreticalse

analysis (see app. A), decreases with , but doesR s Rspe e all

not show any trend with respect to .se

As the within-site component is null, the covariance
between species and genetic diversity under the weak mu-
tation regime reduces to the component, which de-Camong

pends on the variation in ( among sites. It turns outK, m)
that the latter influences s and u compositions only
through the variation in , the so-I p (K ! 1)m/(1 ! m)
called effective number of migrants (app. A; Etienne and
Olff 2004; Etienne and Alonso 2005), which quantifies the
relative strength of drift and immigration within sites. The
expression of in equation (1) can therefore be re-Camong

written as

C p Cov R (I), R (I) , (2)[ ]among spe all

where overlined quantities are expectations in sites with
parameter I. It can be shown (app. A) that both R (I)spe

and increase with I, so that is expected to beR (I) Call among

positive.
From these results, (equal to ) always takesC Csg among

positive values. Simulations (fig. 3) illustrate these theo-
retical expectations: simulated SGDCs are always positive.
Moreover, SGDCs increase with the variance in I and, for
a given variance in I, they show very little variation. These
results are consistent with our theoretical prediction: both

and depend on site parameters through the valueR Rspe all

of I only and increase with I. The variance in I is positively
related to the variances in both K and m as well as to the
covariance between K and m. Note, however, that a large
variance in both K and m, associated to a strong negative
covariance between these two parameters, generates a low
variance in I, leading to weak values of and SGDCsCsg

(app. B).
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Figure 3: Mean species-gene diversity correlation (SGDC) as a func-
tion of (the variance in across sites) under the weak mutation2j log II 10

regime for a set of simulated landscape. Each point corresponds to
a landscape. For each landscape, (K, m) follows a bivariate discretized
lognormal distribution (see “Material and Methods”). The mean of
SGDCs obtained in 500 independent simulations is represented as a
function of , recalling that (see app. B).2 2 2 2j j p j " j " 2r j jI I K m Km K m

and are numerically explored over the space2j r [0, 1] # [!1, 1]m Km

by steps of 0.01, leading to 19,900 combinations. Other parameters
are set to , ,2a p 3, a p !3, j p 3 B p 20 f p (1 ! 0.2) #K m K i

, , , , and .i!1 200.2 /(1 ! 0.2 ) e p 1 f ≈ 0.8, v p 10 S p 50 k p 5e

Figure 4: Values of species-gene diversity correlations (SGDCs) with
respect to carrying capacity (K) and immigration rate (m) of sites
for simulated homogeneous landscapes (i.e., and are set to2 2j jK m

zero) under strong mutation. For each landscape, 500 simulations
were performed, and the average SGDC was reported as a dot in the
(m, K ) space, with a shade of gray indicating the magnitude of the
associated value. The white dots on the upper-right corner represent
simulations for which a positive SGDC was obtained because of
numerical noise. The white cross indicates the points used as a mean
in site distributions of figures 5 and 6. K and were numericallym
explored on logarithmic scales, leading to 40,401 sets of parameters
(landscapes). Other parameters were set to ,B p 20 f p (1 !i

, , , , , andi!1 20 !30.2) # 0.2 /(1 ! 0.2 ) e p 1 f ≈ 0.8 m p 10 S p 50e

.k p 5

Strong Mutation Regime

Under the strong mutation regime, is not necessarilyCwithin

zero anymore. Indeed, increases with , whereasR sall e

tends to decrease (fig. 2), generating negative expec-R spe

tations for . This clearly appears when simulatingCwithin

homogeneous landscapes, with the same ( ) values inK, m
all sites (i.e., ; fig. 4). The SGDC is negative,C p 0among

especially when the carrying capacity K of sites is large
and their immigration rate m is small. A delta method to
order 0 on in equation (1) yields the followingCwithin

approximation:

C ≈ Cov [R , R ], (3)¯ ¯within f loor(K), m spe all

where are means of K and m across the landscape¯K, m
and floor() is the integer part operator. Other notations
are similar to equation (1). We expect to dependCwithin

mostly on mean carrying capacity and immigration in the
set of sites and not on variance and covariance of K and
m across sites. Thus the negative impact observed in the
homogeneous landscapes (K and m constant across sites)
detailed in figure 4 should also occur in more complex
landscapes that share the same values. However,(K, m)

the total covariance will result from the addition of
and , which may have different signs.C Cwithin among

Mutation also has an impact on . As under theCamong

weak mutation regime, is affected by variation inCamong

I, but also by variation in migration alone (m), indepen-
dently from I. This is because, when migration is high,
mutation events have less impact on within-site diversity,
which depends mainly on new alleles brought by immi-
grants (app. A). The expression of is more complexCamong

than under the weak mutation regime (eq. [2]), because
genetic diversity depends on both I and m as follows:

C p Cov [R (I), R (I, m)]among spe all

!R !Rspe all

≈ # Var (I) (4)
!I !I

!R !Rspe all

" # Cov [I, m],
!I !m

where the notation is identical to that in equation (2), !
is the symbol for partial derivative, and the approximation
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A B

Figure 5: Values of expected species-gene diversity correlation (SGDCs) with respect to the variation (and covariation) in K, m and I across
sites for simulated landscapes under the strong mutation regime. A total of 500 simulations were performed for each of the sets of parameters,
and the mean SGDC was computed. Panel A depicts the mean value of SGDC as a function of and . Panel B depicts the mean value2j rm Km

of SGDC as a function of . and were numerically explored over the space by steps of 0.01, leading to 19,9002 2j j r [0, 1] # [!1, 1]I m Km

combinations. Other parameters were set to , , , , , , ,2 i!1 20a p 3 a p !3 j p 3 B p 20 f p (1 ! 0.2) # 0.2 /(1 ! 0.2 ) e p 1 f ≈ 0.8 m pK m K i e

, , and .!310 S p 50 k p 5

is based on the delta method. Equation (4) shows that
is influenced by I at both organizational levels (firstCamong

term in the approximation) but also by the spatial co-
variation between I and m (second term in the approxi-
mation). As mentioned in the section on weak mutation,

is an increasing function of I. is an in-R (I) R (I, m)spe all

creasing function of I (m being constant; app. A) and a
decreasing function of m (I being constant; app. A). The
variation in I (first term) therefore contributes positively
to (first term), whereas a positive correlation be-Camong

tween I and m among sites has a negative impact on
(second term).Camong

The sign of depends on the relative values and signCsg

of and (eq. [1]). When the variance in I acrossC Cwithin among

sites is very low, equation (4) implies that is closeCamong

to 0, and is the dominant term in equation (1).Cwithin

is then expected to be negative. Our simulations con-Csg

firm this prediction: figure 5A illustrates that negative
SGDCs occur when the variance in m is low and the cor-
relation between K and m negative; this corresponds to
the region where the variance in I is the lowest in figure
5B. When the variance in I increases, equation (4) suggests
that increases, whereas equation (3) suggests thatCamong

remains unchanged as it is mostly determined byCwithin

the means of K and m over sites and not by variance or
covariance of K and m (or equivalently I and m) across
sites. Therefore, theory predicts that increases and be-Csg

comes positive when the effect of exceeds that ofCamong

. We retrieve these results through simulations whenCwithin

considering the SGDC rather than : the SGDC increasesCsg

with the variance in I and eventually becomes positive (fig.
5B).

A comparison of figure 3 (weak mutation) with figure
5B (strong mutation) indicates that the variance in I is
not as good a predictor of the value of SGDC in the latter
as in the former case. Equation (4) shows a negative effect
of the covariance between I and m on under strongCamong

mutation, in addition to variance in I. Representing the
SGDC as a function of both the variance in I and the
covariance between m and I (or equivalently between

and log(I ), ; fig. 6) corroborates that,log [m/(1 ! m)] CIm

for constant , the SGDC consistently decreases with2jI

, as predicted by equation (4). Although the parame-CIm

terization in (I, m) makes computation simpler, the initial
parameterization in (K, m) is more accessible to intuition.
In terms of (K, m) distribution, increasing value forCIm

a constant value can be achieved, for instance, by in-2jI

creasing the variance in m, keeping variance in K constant,
and making more negative (app. A). This effect ofrKm

explains the wider spread of the values of SGDC forCIm

a given in figure 5B than in figure 3.2jI

Discussion

Community genetics is a rising field of research that has
developed along several lines, such as studying relation-
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Figure 6: Values of expected species-gene diversity correlations
(SGDCs) with respect to the variation in I and the covariation be-
tween m and I across sites (i.e., the space) for simulated2[j , C ]I Im

landscapes under the strong mutation regime. A total of 500 sim-
ulations were performed for each landscape, and mean SGDC was
represented here by a dot, with shades of gray indicating the asso-
ciated value. The parameters were set to .2a p 3, a p !3, j p 3K m K

and were numerically explored in by step of2j r [0, 1] # [!1, 1]m Km

0.01, leading to 19,900 combinations. Other parameters were set to
, , , , ,i!1 20 !3B p 20 f p (1 ! 0.2) # 0.2 /(1–0.2 ) e p 1 f ≈ 0.8 m p 10i e

, and .S p 50 k p 5

ships between herbivore communities and the genetics of
plants supporting these communities at small geographic
scale (Bernhardsson et al. 2013; McArt and Thaler 2013)
or using phylogeography to better understand past pro-
cesses that have shaped present communities at larger scale
(Wares 2002; Webb et al. 2002). The study of correlations
between genetic diversity at the species level and species
diversity at the community level (SGDCs; Vellend and Ge-
ber 2005) is one of these offshoots. Up to now, predictions
on SGDCs have essentially been formalized on the basis
of verbal models. We propose here a theoretical framework
encompassing both species and genetic levels to more fully
analyze and interpret SGDCs. We based our work on ge-
nealogical approaches and sampling formulae that are now
commonly used in both population genetics (Wakeley
2008) and community ecology (Etienne and Olff 2004) to
infer processes from patterns. Those techniques proved
very useful, for instance, when searching for selective pro-
cesses (Fu and Li 1993; Etienne 2005, 2007). Although
sampling formulae are available for modeling both genetic
and species dynamics (Etienne and Alonso 2005), we know
of no previous work generating simultaneous predictions
at both levels on the basis of a generalized coalescent of
genes and species.

An important result of our work is that the covariance
between species richness and allelic richness ( ) can beCsg

additively decomposed into (i) the effect of competition
between the focal species and other species within local
sites (the term) and (ii) the parallel effect of vari-Cwithin

ation in carrying capacity and immigration rate of sites
on allelic and species richness (the term; eq. [1]).Camong

Both effects had previously been identified in the literature.
Local competition was thought to negatively affect SGDCs
(i.e, in our framework; Vellend 2005; WehenkelC ! 0within

et al. 2006), while variation in area and isolation among
sites was thought to generate positive SGDCs (i.e.,

; Vellend 2003). The dominant effect could, inC 1 0among

principle, be inferred from the SGDC sign without further
need of a quantitative framework. However, our predic-
tions are partially at variance with these intuitions. When
the mutation rate is much lower than the immigration
rate, is positive, as expected, but is alwaysC Camong within

zero. When the mutation rate is comparable to or higher
than the immigration rate, is negative, which cor-Cwithin

responds to expectations, but can take both signs,Camong

which does not.
Because mutation drastically changes the predictions on

SGDC patterns, an important aspect in empirical studies
should be to determine the mutation-to-migration ratio
before interpreting SGDCs. In particular, many estimates
of SGDCs are based on microsatellites when evaluating the
genetic diversity (Cleary et al. 2006; He et al. 2008; Struebig
et al. 2011; Blum et al. 2012; Lamy et al. 2013). These
markers may have high mutation rates (Jarne and Lagoda
1996; Ellegren 2002) that are potentially high enough to
compare with immigration rates, especially in isolated
sites. Insights on the mutation-to-migration ratio can be
obtained by computing the relationships between a proxy
of the number of migrants in a site (I), a proxy of the
local carrying capacity (K), and the allelic richness of the
focal species. If allelic richness increases with carrying ca-
pacity when controlling for the number of migrants (which
can be assessed with a partial correlation analysis for in-
stance), this suggests that mutation contributes strongly
to the build-up of variation in these sites. Alternatively,
one can also directly use the genetic polymorphism of the
focal species to assess the relative strength of mutation and
migration processes. For instance, when considering mi-
crosatellites, testing for a significant difference between RST

and FST estimators of genetic structure in the focal species
could help in evaluating whether mutation could be ne-
glected (Hardy et al. 2003). We note that speciation may
have an impact on SGDC patterns similar to that of mu-
tation. Speciation was not considered in our model, be-
cause we focused on a temporal/spatial scale at which it
is unlikely to generate species variation to a significant
extent. When the immigration and speciation rates are of
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similar magnitude (e.g., in isolated metacommunities,
such as archipelagoes), a larger number of endemic species
should be generated in sites with lower immigration rates
(Rosindell and Phillimore 2011). Interactions between the
effects of speciation and connectivity on SGDC should
then be similar to those detected in our model about
mutation.

When mutation is weak compared with immigration,
our model predicts that local competition should not affect
the SGDC pattern. We emphasize here the importance of
the sampling protocol. Earlier studies predicted a negative

, because genetic diversity of the focal species is ex-Cwithin

pected to increase with its population size (Vellend 2005;
Wehenkel et al. 2006). The sampling protocol of our model
(fig. 3) did not allow this positive relationship to occur,
because a fixed number of individuals of the focal species
were genotyped (k individuals in sample u; smaller samples
were disregarded). Other sampling protocols can generate
the same disconnection between the allelic richness and
the population size of the focal species as long as they
incorporate a control of the genetic sample size. For in-
stance, the same disconnection occurs when genetic di-
versity is measured by genotyping all individuals belonging
to the focal species (t) and computing a rarefied richness
indicator (Petit et al. 1998), as most empiricists do. Under
weak mutation, controlling for the size of species and ge-
netic samples filters out the influence of local competition,
which facilitates the interpretation of observed patterns.

As the among-sites effect is always positive under weak
mutation, our neutral theory yields the simple prediction
that SGDC should always be positive and reflects the var-
iance of the effective number of migrants among sites (fig.
3). Empirical studies that (i) demonstrated that mutation
is weak, (ii) controlled for sample size in the sampling
protocol, and (iii) observed strong variation in size and
connectivity among sites should then expect a positive
SGDC. When this prediction is not verified, it may mean
one of three things. First, variation in size and connectivity
may be negatively correlated among sites in such a way
that the overall variation in the number of immigrants
among sites is low (app. B). Second, there may be a non-
neutral process at work. For instance, Derry et al. (2009)
illustrated how species-sorting along an environmental
gradient may contribute to cancel the positive parallel ef-
fects of variation in size and connectivity on SGDC. Finally,
some other assumptions of our model may be violated.
The last explanation may apply when considering spatially
continuous systems (e.g., alpine forest; Taberlet et al. 2012)
for which our implicit description of space may prove
insufficient to describe the spatial autocorrelation in the
system.

Under strong mutation, the analysis of SGDC patterns
is different, because the correlation sign predicted by the

neutral theory developed here is more labile than under
the weak mutation regime. On the one hand, local com-
petition ( term) has a negative impact on SGDC.Cwithin

Indeed, the positive relationship between the population
size of the focal species and the allelic richness of the
genetic sample is maintained, and this occurs even when
controlling for genetic sample size (fig. 3). On the other
hand, can take either sign depending on the co-Camong

distribution of carrying capacities and immigration rates
among sites. In particular, a negative value emergesCamong

when sites tend to receive the same effective number of
immigrants per generation irrespective of their carrying
capacity (i.e., low variance in I ). Such a situation could
occur, for example, in fragmented landscapes with patches
of different sizes connected by corridors; the effective
number of immigrants would primarily depend on the
presence of corridors and may be uncorrelated to patch
size (which determines its carrying capacity). On the
whole, any sign of the SGDC is compatible with the neutral
framework when mutation is strong, so that, contrary to
the weak mutation regime, neutrality cannot be rejected
on the basis of the sign of the correlation only. Note,
however, that using markers that show different levels of
polymorphism (using polymorphism as a proxy of mu-
tation rate) may provide further tests. If the correlation is
positive when using poorly variable markers and negative
when considering highly variable ones, the overall obser-
vation is compatible with the neutral framework. By con-
trast, a consistently negative SGDC, whatever the level of
polymorphism of the considered marker, may be inter-
preted as a rejection of our neutral model. When our
framework applies, interpreting the SGDC sign under
strong mutation is not straightforward. A significantly pos-
itive SGDC indicates a strong positive and can beCamong

interpreted as an effect of high variance in the number of
migrants among sites. However, nonsignificant and neg-
ative SGDCs lead to ambiguous interpretation. In partic-
ular, negative correlations can indicate an effect of local
competition but can also result from a negative .Camong

One way to progress in the interpretation of SGDCs is
to decompose the covariance between species and genetic
diversity ( ) into the and effects. Some au-C C Csg within among

thors suggested statistical methods to analyze the contri-
bution of size and connectivity of sites to the overall SGDC
(Vellend 2003; Lamy et al. 2013). Both studies detected
significantly positive SGDCs along with a strong contri-
bution of area and connectivity, respectively, to these cor-
relations, which may indicate a strong positive . OurCamong

model provides a theoretical basis for going one step fur-
ther in this analysis by allowing a covariance decompo-
sition based on mechanisms (instead of environmental
factors) to be performed in empirical studies. One ap-
proach could be to estimate I in sites and to directly per-
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form covariance decomposition along those estimates in-
stead of using proxies of size and connectivity, as done in
former studies. This should provide a more direct assess-
ment of . However, estimating I is not straightfor-Camong

ward. One solution could be to use loci different from
those used to compute SGDCs and to independently assess
the migration-drift ratio in populations of the focal species
through Nm (N and m are the population size and im-
migration rate, respectively, in, for example, island models
of population structure; Rousset 2004), which should pro-
vide a relevant proxy for Ife. Separate estimates of fe could
be obtained by other approaches, such as by pooling all
the local species samples to generate a regional sample
(Jabot et al. 2008) so that I could be isolated. Ultimately,
decomposing SGDC patterns should contribute to a
deeper understanding than the sign of SGDC alone. Be-
yond helping to interpret ambiguous cases such as negative
SGDCs under strong mutation, disentangling andCwithin

may also provide new tests of our framework: forCamong

instance, under low mutation, observing a large positive
SGDC but no significant may indicate other non-Camong

neutral processes, such as positive interactions between
the focal species and the rest of the community within
sites (e.g., facilitation in plant communities; Brooker et al.
2008).

With the building of an adequate theory, SGDC patterns
may be used to study the processes, such as dispersal and
drift, acting in metacommunities. Certainly, a further step
is the development of neutral models, including a full
sampling theory to provide useful null hypotheses to detect
selective processes, based on both species count data and
genomic sequencing. The spectacular increase in the avail-
ability of genomic data opens interesting perspectives. It
seems unlikely, however, that comparison of local diversity
across levels provides enough information to unravel the
complex processes acting in metacommunities, such as
niche structure and environmental filtering among sites.
Interestingly enough, empirical studies have started to re-
port other patterns, such as correlations between species
and genetic b-diversity (Papadopoulou et al. 2011; Baselga
et al. 2013). Theoretical analyses, along the line followed
here, are certainly required to evaluate their inferential
power and to incorporate them in a spatially explicit neu-
tral theory of SGDCs.
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